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and early 1953, By late 1954~ on1y 11 "Armies" remained 

inK 0 re a, ( U) 

During the period of intervention in Korea, the CCA was 

reorganized along more conventional lines. Almost one-half· 

(32 of 69) of the previously-designated "Armies" were de-

activated during this pe~iod and their person~e~ absorbed 

by the remaining units. By October 1964, the deployment of 

Army-level units . was" a$ reflected in- TaDle: 1.- (Ul' -. ~M...... ~ _ _... ... ' .. _ ~ : . . 
Between 1954 and 1960 the remaining 11 armies were 

withdra\'1n from Korea" and redeployed p·ri~c.~pallY' to Northeast, 

North and East China areas, so that by 1 ~pril 19pO~ the 

deployment of Army-level u.nits w~s~ as_ci:p{~~e'(f in'. Tab-ie 1. .(ll)." 

As ShO\,lh in Table 1- deployment of army-1evel-·units of 

-the CCA remained rathe~ surprisingl~ st~ble during the -

period following the ~orean War despite the Taiwan situation, 

the Gulf of" Tonkin incident, the US buildup in South Vietnam, 
I 

the cultural .revolution ,and the Sino-Soviet border disputes . 

. -In 1971', tWQ additional army-level units were formed 
-

bringing the .total to 36. Some redeployment was noted and the 

nu"mber of armies in Peking t,1R increased by t\'1o", Army 

strength for selected years is shown on Table 4._ 

Navy 

At present, the PRe Nav~'is to all' intents and purposes 

a coastal defense force which does not possess nuclear 

weapons. Naval nuclear itiategy appears to be one of 
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survi \fa1 in the event of a preempt; ve nuclear attack. (ul 

The development of the navy since its formation in 1949 

has b-ee'ri'-spectacular. From a heterogenous collection of 

World War II vessels left by the Chinese Nationalists in 

1949, the force has expanded to a current strength of 1,235 

u~its~(Tab1e-2). However, this expansion can nonetheless be 

attributed to a normal.growth.pattern.and cannot be re1at~d 

to any external stimuli. To comply with'a nuclear strategy 

of ~urvival, lhe growth of ~he force necessitated a con

comitant need for support and d~~persion. ChiCom naval ~hore 

facilities have steadilY deve10ped,matching overall naval 
',' 

growth. From an approximate total of eight facilities tn 

1949, naval infr-astructure now~ tota.1s more than 170 shore 

facilities located_throughout the three fleet areas.,. 

Since 1963 at least, the ~hinese have embarked on a 

program of ~roviding a number of dava1 bases with underground 

facilities. At least 16 bases located throughout the fleet 

areas have in various stage~ of s,.omp1etion, underground 

facilities suitable for entry, berthing and repair of either 

boats or submarines. The function of the underground 

installations appears to be tWo-fold. They provide protected 
-

berthing to effect minor repairs as well as storage for 

missiles, ammunition and logistics. The dispersed location 

and reinforced construction \'Jill improve PRC naval chances of 

survival in the event of preemptive nuclear strike-IIII 
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